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Soluble dietary fibres for beverages and more - research-
ers are looking for new possibilities in by-products 
 
One way to improve the nutritional value of processed foods is to enrich them with dietary 
fibres. In baked goods, for example, this strategy has proven successful. In contrast, addition 
to gel-like and liquid foods is only possible to a limited extent because of the sensory changes 
involved. Scientists from Industrial Cooperative Research (IGF) now see promising potential 
in the use of by-products from fruit and vegetable processing in order to obtain soluble dietary 
fibre concentrates from them through the use of mechanical-enzymatic processes.  
 

 
Can by-products from fruit and vegetable processing be used to obtain new types of dietary fibre con-

centrates? An IGF team is investigating this with lupine fibres, pea hulls and carrot pulp. (Photo: © 
bergamont - stock.adobe.com #42033971) 

 

 
High demand for low-viscosity dietary fibre 
 
The knowledge is there: Dietary fibres are nutritionally valuable in many ways. People who 
consume a lot of dietary fibre have a reduced risk of numerous diet-related diseases such as 
obesity, diabetes mellitus II, coronary heart disease and intestinal diseases. An intake of 30 
grams of dietary fibre per day is recommended by the German Nutrition Society. But there's a 
problem with the appropriate measures: According to data from the National Nutrition Survey 
II conducted in Germany, 75 percent of women and 68 percent of men do not reach this guide-
line value.  
 
One way to increase dietary fibre intake is to enrich processed foods with both soluble and 
insoluble fibre. However, fortification of gel-like and liquid foods is only possible to a limited 
extent with the existing high-viscosity dietary fibre concentrates: Due to the high water-binding 
capacity, even the smallest amounts lead to undesirable structural changes. There is therefore 
a high demand for insoluble, low-viscosity dietary fibre concentrates that can be incorporated 
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into gel-like and liquid foods in appropriate quantities - without changing the characteristic 
product properties.  

 
 
By-products from fruit and vegetable processing 
 
The goal of a current joint industrial research project is to offer a solution to this problem: Two 
teams from the Technical University of Berlin and the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology are 
developing mechanical-enzymatic processes for the production of low-viscosity dietary fibre 
concentrates, which they intend to apply to selected foods. In March, the German Research 
Association of the Food Industry chose the project as Project of the Month. 
 
The researchers use by-products from fruit and vegetable processing as raw materials, pri-
marily lupine fibres, pea shells and carrot pulp. Through the targeted combination of enzymes 
(cellulases, pectinases and hemicellulases) as well as high-pressure homogenisation - option-
ally before or after the enzymatic treatment - they want to reduce the size of the particles to 
such a degree and shift the ratio between insoluble and soluble fibre portions in such a way 
that a significant reduction in the viscosity of the dietary fibre occurs.  
 

 
Improved nutritional values without sacrificing taste 
 
In the final step, up to five different concentrate variants are to be used to demonstrate that 
dietary fibre enrichment in a content of three percent ("source of dietary fibre") or six percent 
("rich in dietary fibre") relevant for nutritional claims is possible without significant changes in 
the product properties. 
 
Consumers as well as companies in the fruit and vegetable processing industry and in starch 
and protein production are expected to benefit from the use of the new types of dietary fibre 
concentrates. If by-products are used for added value, for example as a source of functional 
dietary fibre, this would also be in line with the German National Strategy against Food Waste. 
 
 

Additional information and contact 
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